
Kids Summer Reading Going Wild 3 

1. Ali and the Golden Eagle DB041893 
a. Ali has proved his strength, courage, and wisdom many times. But the village, 

which has hunted with falcons for ages, is astonished at what Ali and his golden 
eagle can do. Now the prince has invited Ali to a falconry contest. Can a young 
man from a small village compete with the wealthy and royal contestants? A 
fictional account of a true story told by an American who visited Saudi Arabia. For 
grades 6-9. 

2. Creature Comfort: Animals that Heal DB056348 
a. British psychologist describes "the potential health benefits that can be derived 

from the company of a wide range of animals." Includes success stories of animal-
assisted therapy involving dolphins, guide dogs, horses, and cats. For senior high 
and older readers. 

3. The Animal Rights Controversy DB033152 
a. There is a growing controversy concerning the use of animals for scientific 

research, for food, and for enjoyment--as pets, in zoos, and for hunting. The 
author explores the history, philosophy, and concerns of the animal rights 
movement and presents arguments for and against its positions. For grades 6-9 
and older readers. 

4. The Hidden Power of Animals: Uncovering the Secrets of Nature DB058120 
a. Explains wild and domestic animal behavior via scientific research on psychic pets, 

whale strandings, fainting goats, talking apes, homing horses, and waltzing 
worms, among other species. For senior high and older readers. 

5. Snakes: The Facts and the Folklore DB009826 
a. Legends, anecdotes, scientific facts, and a brief chapter on snakes as pets. For 

grades 6-9. 
6. A Dog in the Cave: The Wolves Who Made Us Human DB089228 

a. Explores the connection between dogs and humans, from hunter-gatherer 
partners to modern-day pets. Focuses on how humans have influenced dogs' 
evolution and raises new questions about the species' shared future. For grades 
6-9 and older readers. 

7. Pack, Band, and Colony: The World of Social Animals DB020477 
a. Explores the world of wolves, lemurs, and termites, observing the unique social 

bonds that produce the legendary teamwork of a wolf pack, the non-violent 
behavior of lemurs, and the astounding communication system of a termite 
colony. Also tells how scientists research animal behavior. For grades 6-9 and 
older readers. 

8. Family: A Novel DB012740 
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a. Sasha, an ape who has spent his life in laboratory experiments, senses that the 
next experiment will mean death for all the apes involved. He and three other 
captives escape and live as a family until winter, the hunting season, and tragedy 
separate them. For grades 6-9 and older readers. 

9. Animals that Changed History DB027895 
a. Account of the impact of the horse, the rat, and the beaver on human history. For 

grades 6-9 and older readers. 
10. “Tigerland” and Other Unintended Destinations DB064878 

a. World Wildlife Fund conservation biologist describes his trips to Nepal, Africa, and 
the Americas and explains his call for the protection of endangered species and 
the restoration of natural habitats. Discusses the conflict between land uses and 
ecological issues that imperils the environment. For senior high and older readers. 
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